Series
Issues
4-14-13
Pending Issues1
for Committee Meeting – Washington, D.C., April 19-20, 2013
Note: Initially, except where noted, we will assume we are addressing series for LLCs
Formalities
1. Is each series to be a separate legal entity?
a. Possibilities
i. entity automatically
ii. elective entity status (Illinois)
iii. entity powers without the label (Delaware)
iv. entity status pro tanto (Kentucky)2
v. entity negated (USTEA)
vi. entity for specified purpose(s) only
vii. “treated as an entity” – e.g. Illinois
b. Practical concerns
i. effect on strength of internal shields in
 bankruptcy
 other federal contexts (e.g., Superfund)
 states that have not recognized the series concept3
ii. regulatory impact; depending on context: advantageous or disastrous
iii. if a series is a separate entity:
 must it be owned?
 to date, series statutes have merely “associated” persons with
series
 even when a statute contemplates entity status for series4

1

Many of these issues interrelate. At this preliminary juncture, there are various ways to slice this apple.
Also, we have the continuing, overarching question of how series are being used.
2
Ky. Stat. Ann. § 386A.4-01(2) (“A series of a statutory trust is to the degree provided in subsection (4)
of this section an entity separate from the statutory trust.”) Subsection 4 provides: “ Unless otherwise
provided in the governing instrument, a series established in accordance with subsection (1) of this
section shall have the power and capacity to, in its own name, contract, hold title to real, personal, and
intangible assets, grant liens and security interests, and sue and be sued.” Thus, under Kentucky law, a
series appears to be an entity to the extent the series has entity characteristics.
3
It is doubtful whether the “internal shields” are “internal affairs.” Moreover, foreign-law-deference
provisions pertain to the traditional liability shield, not series partitions E.g., ULLCA (2006) (Last
Amended 2011) § 901(a)(2) (providing that “[t]he law of the jurisdiction of formation of a foreign limited
liability company governs …. the liability of a member as member and a manager as manager for a debt,
obligation, or other liability of the company”).
4
E.g., 805 ILCS 180/37-40(a) (associated) and (b) (contemplating separate entity)
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why should membership in the organization be a prerequisite for
association with a series?
 may a series continue to exist even when the organization dissolves
and terminates?
 may a series secede from the organization?
iv. if a series is not a separate entity, should it nonetheless have the full panoply
of entity powers?
v. Capacity of a series to sue
 its managers
 persons associated with it
 another series? the managers thereof?
 the series organization? the managers thereof?
c. Conceptual issues
i. separate from what?
 The term “separate legal entity” has historically meant separate from
the owners.5
 In this context, a different (or at least additional) meaning is intended.
 different – only horizontal partitions – i.e., from other
economic activities within the series organization; pertaining
only to the assets and attendant liabilities
 additional – horizontal and vertical partitions – i.e., the
traditional shield to protect collective, indirect “owners” of
operating assets from liability for those operations
ii. “What’s in a name?”6 – What unintended consequences might result from
empowering a series with the fundamental characteristics of an entity and yet
reject the entity characterization?
2. Public disclosure issues
a. Does the creation of a series require a public filing?
i. minimalist – merely require an indication in the series organization’s filing
that series might be created
ii. traditionalist – creating an entity with a liability shield requires action by the
sovereign (if only an action as ministerial as filing a document)
b. Signifier issue – must the name of a series signify:
i. series status?
ii. the identity of the series organization?
5

E.g., State ex rel. Atty. Gen. v. Standard Oil Co., 49 Ohio St. 137, 177, 30 N.E. 279, 287 (1892)
(referring to “the general proposition that a corporation is to be regarded as a legal entity, existing
separate and apart from the natural persons composing it”); Brooks v. Hill , 1 Mich. 118, 1848 WL 3009
at * 5 (Mich. 1848) (“The corporation, the legal entity, exists separate and apart from its stockholders--it
is a distinct person, and must be so regarded.”).
6
William Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet, Act II, Scene ii, lines 1-2.
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c. Annual/biennial report issue
i. separate report for each series?
ii. one report from the series organization, detailing the series information as
well as the series organization information?
iii. note – from Treasury and the Senate: pressure to identify at least one person
who can, when lawfully required, identify all owners/associates of each series
d. Registration to do business in other jurisdictions (foreign registration)
i. each series registers separately?7
ii. the series organization registers, listing all series doing business in the state?
iii. the series organization registers, listing all series?
iv. query – do the activities of separate series aggregate to cause the series
organization to be “transacting business”?
v. query – best approach for jurisdictions that do not recognize series?
3. Service of process
a. Is service on the series organization sufficient for service on a series?8
b. Vice versa?
Relationship among Series Organization and Series9
4. Default – What is the relationship between the series organization and the series?
5. Organization and Series Agreement(s) – Default rule for relationship between organization’s
agreement and agreement of a series?
6. Membership/Association
a. Must a person be a member to be associated with a series?
b. May the series organization be associated with a series?
c. May one series be associated with another series?
7. Governance – Must the series organization retain some governance control viz a viz its
series?
a. If so, how much and by what means?
i. statutory rules
 mandatory?
 semi-mandatory – i.e., setting an irreducible minimum
ii. merely by contract
7

Is separate registration possible, if a series is not a separate entity?
The separate entity characterization plays into this issue.
9
This section focuses on the relationship questions and therefore leaves for later in this list more detailed
analysis of some issues.
8
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b. If not:
i. what is left of the series organization?
ii. is the series organization merely a delegatee of the sovereign’s power to create
entities with a liability shield?
c. Is termination, discussed below, a form of management? Are there other similar
issues?
8. Who manages a series?
a. As a default matter, do managers (or members) of the series organization have default
management authority (and duties) for the individual series?10
b. To what extent may the series organization:
i. limit variations by any series?
ii. require series to inform series organization of any deviations?
9. Conflicts of interest among series organization and series
a. Statutory default rules?
b. Special concerns pertaining to confidentiality of information and other intellectual
property?
10. Transferability of interests in series:
a. As a default rule, are the transferability rules applicable to interests in a series the
same as those applicable to interests in the series organization?
b. What effect on the rules for the series is the organization changes its rules on
transferability?
c. To what extent may the series organization limit variations by any series?
i. likely a default rule
ii. possibilities
 organization controls
 series must notify organization
 series has autonomy from organization on this issue
11. Ownership of property associated with a series
a. May the organization have formal title, with the organization’s books delineating the
actual situation?
b. Query the effect of such an arrangement on a piercing argument.
12. May a series merge
a. With another series?
E.g. USTEA § 404 (“If there is at least one trustee of a series trust that, in discharging its duties, is
obligated to consider the interests of the trust and all series thereof, the governing instrument may provide
that one or more other trustees, in discharging their duties, may consider only the interests of the trust or
one or more series thereof.”).
10

4
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b. Or with an entity?
13. Dissociation and termination
a. Of series has no effect on organization
b. Of organization – necessarily dissolves and terminates each series?

Issues Pertaining to Series in Particular
14. Default duties apply to those who manage a series
a. E.g., loyalty, care, obligation of good faith and fair dealing
b. What limits on elimination/modification?
c. Statutory information rights necessary?
15. Meaning of being associated with (or owning an interest in) a series
a. Is being associated with a series different in any way from being the owner of a
simple, old-fashioned interest in an LLC, limited partnership, statutory trust entity, or
corporation?
i. otherwise, does a series constitute a private enterprise without owners?
ii. or, is the ultimate owner the series organization, merely with contractual (or
trustee) obligations to make payments keyed to the segregated assets?
b. Is ownership in the series organization a perquisite to ownership in a series?
i. for all “associates” of a series?
ii. for at least one associate?
iii. only for a manager?
iv. dissociation from organization inevitably causes dis-association with series?
16. Derivative actions
a. Analysis depends in part on whether a series is a separate entity.
b. Must/may the series organization be a party if claims are asserted on behalf a series
and not the organization?
c. What are the implications of series structure for “proper plaintiff” analysis?
17. Record keeping – how specific should the rules be, especially given the possibility of a series
owning fractional interests in fungible items, accounts, or even other series?

Creditor Issues
18. Bankruptcy
a. Substantive consolidation?
b. My series file for bankruptcy?
c. Affiliate/insider issues.
d. Scope of the automatic stay
5
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19. Fraudulent transfer
a. application to transactions (including services) inter-series and between series and
series organization
i. See USTEA (2009) (Last Amended 2011) § 402(c) (“The association,
disassociation, or reassociation of property of a statutory trust or a series
thereof to or with the trust or a series thereof… is deemed to be a transfer
between separate persons under [Uniform Fraudulent Transfers Act or other
state fraudulent transfer statute] and a distribution under Section 615
[pertaining to unlawful distributions]”).
ii. UFTA proposed fix – if internal shields, then treated for UFTA purposes as a
separate person
iii. query – applicability of UFTA when service provider is under-compensated?
20. Article 9
a. Where to file on assets owned:
i. by a series?
ii. owned in the name of the series organization f/b/o a series?
b. If an asset associated by one series is transferred to another series, what, if any, are
the filing and priority consequences?
c. For Article 8 purposes, are interests in a series within the category of “limited liability
company interests”?
21. Titling and recordation issues
a. If “[a]ssets associated with a series may be held directly or indirectly, including in the
name of such series, in the name of the limited liability company, through a nominee
or otherwise,” Del. Code Ann. tit. 6 § 18-215(b), what are the consequences for:
i. properly titling such assets and recording liens against them?
ii. properly including the valuation of such assets in determining solvency for the
purposes of asserting improper distribution and fraudulent transfer claims?
22. Charging order – replicate same structure for series?
23. Effect on bank covenants re: capitalization and other financial criteria

Regulatory Issues
24. Administrative rules
a. federal; e.g.:

6
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i. Securities Investor Protection Act11
ii. HUD/FHA requirements in re: Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act
("RESPA")12
b. state administrative rules
i. in theory, more within the Drafting Committee’s control
ii. drafting would be difficult, due to risk of unintended consequences (especially
re: fees)
iii. legislative note probably the better approach
25. Securities law analysis
a. Howey “investment contract analysis”
i. albeit requiring steroids
ii. Query – might amendments to the Uniform Securities Act help rationalize the
analysis?
b. may a series issue securities?
c. primary and secondary liability issues – including Janus

Drafting Issues
26. Should series provisions be drafted:
a. in a separate article;
i. connection points with the rest of the statute
ii. e.g., which references to the organization in the rest of the statute should
encompass series as well as the organization?
b. spread through each statute; or
c. drafted as a omni-applicable stand-alone act (inviting each enacting state to determine
which of its domestic organizations can invoke the stand-alone act)?
27. Name for the overarching organization
a. To the neophyte, “series organization” may seem a synonym for “series”.
b. The term “mothership” has some colloquial currency but may imply a relationship to
the series that does not in fact exist.
c. Whatever the chosen name – does the name refer to:
i. an organization that has at least one series; or
ii. an organization capable of having a series, regardless of whether a series yet
exists?
Letter of September 1, 2009, regarding “Broker-dealers Operating Under a Series LLC Structure,” from
Michael Macchiaroli, Associate Director, SEC Division of Trading and Markets, to Susan M. DeMando,
Associate Vice President, Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, available at
http://www.sec.gov/divisions/marketreg/mr-noaction/2009/finra090109.pdf (last visited, Aug. 24, 2010).
12
In the Matter of: PROSPECT MORTGAGE, LLC HUD ID No. 13920
11
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28. Shield language
a. UFTA Chair/Reporter’s requested fix – add “solely by reason of”
b. Drafting of the vertical shield for persons associated with a series depends in part – as
a matter merely of drafting – on whether membership in the organization is a
prerequisite.

8

